The Government of Norway has informed the secretariat that the corrections listed in the Annex hereto should be made in Schedule XIV as contained in the draft Ninth Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications distributed on 11 May 1959 (Spec(59)84).

It should be understood that the indications of the places where, and of the contracting parties with which, a concession was negotiated, will not appear in the text of the Protocol when it is opened for signature.

Le gouvernement de la Norvège a fait savoir au secrétariat que les corrections énumérées dans l'annexe au présent document devraient être apportées à la Liste XIV contenue dans le projet de Neuvième Protocole de rectification et de modification qui a été diffusé le 11 mai 1959 (Spec(59)84).

Il convient de noter que l'indication des lieux où une concession a été négociée ainsi que la mention des parties contractantes avec lesquelles la négociation a été engagée ne figureront pas dans le texte du Protocole lorsque celui-ci sera ouvert à la signature.
Item 0806 Bl

This item should read:

G.T. 0806B1 Pears from August 1. to January 15., both inclusive kr.0,60 per kg. US. In special cases SAF, the Customs Depart­­ment may order that DEN, a duty of kr.0,40 ALA, per kg shall be levied from AUGUST 1. to JANUARY 15. both inclusive.

Item 1504 B2 /second /

This item should read:

JP. ex 1504B2 Shark liver oil and shark oil Free JP. US.

Item 2710 D2

This item should read:

T. 2710 D2 Mineral oils, other kr.0,04 per kg US.

Item 2802

This item should read:

G. 2802 Sulphur, sublimed or precipi­­tated, colloidal sulphur Free US.

Item 2808

This item should read:

G. ex 2808 Sulphuric acid, oleum Free EX.

Item 3105

The following item is to be inserted:

G. ex 3105 Superphosphate, in tablets, lozenges and similar prepared forms or in packings of a gross weight not exceeding 10 kilo­­grammes Free EX.
Item 3301C

The following item is to be inserted:

G(56) 3301C Other volatile oils, except juniper, birch, rosemary and pineneedle oils  kr.8.00 per kg BX.

Item 4402

This item should read:

A. 4402 Wood charcoal (including shell and nut charcoal), agglomerated or not Free FIN.

Item ex 5311 B /second

This item should read:

A.T. ex 5311 B Woollen fabrics with a content of not more than 7% (of the weight) of silk or of manmade fibres (continuous) 22½% a.v. but not less than kr.3.10 per kg UK. UR. IT.

After this item the following item is to be inserted:

T. 5311B Woollen fabrics with a content of not more than 7% (of the weight) of silk or of manmade fibres (continuous) kr.3.10 per kg ATA. with freedom to apply an ad valorem rate up to 22½%

Item ex 5312 B /second

This item should read:

A.T. ex 5312 B Woollen fabrics with a content of not more than 7% (of the weight) of silk or of manmade fibres (continuous) 22½% a.v. but not less than kr.3.10 per kg UK. UR. IT.

After this item the following item is to be inserted:

T. ex 5312B Woollen fabrics with a content of not more than 7% (of the weight) of silk or of manmade fibres (continuous) kr.3.10 per kg ATA. with freedom to apply an ad valorem rate up to 22½%
Item ex 5405 B2 a3 [first]

This item should read:

A. ex 5405 B2 a3 Woven fabrics of linen, entirely of one colour or bleached, not containing more than 25 threads in wrap and weft per cm²

10% a.v. but not less than kr.0.60 per kg

UK.

Item ex 5507 B2 [first]

This item should read:

Cotton gauze; not containing manmade fibres:

A. ex 5507B2 Printed

18% a.v. but not less than kr.1.70 per kg

FIN.

After this item the following is to be inserted:

T. ex 5507B2 Printed

kr.1.70 per kg

IT.

With freedom to apply an ad valorem rate up to 18%

UK.

Item 5509 B 4b la [first]

This item should read:

G(56) 5509 B4bla Cotton fabrics, including duck, undyed and unbleached, minimum weight 720 grams per m²

8½% a.v.

US.

Item 5509 B4bla [second]

This item should read:

A.T. 5509 B4bla Cotton fabrics, including duck, undyed and unbleached, minimum weight 720 grams per m²

10% a.v. but not less than kr.0.30 per kg

US.
Item ex 5509 B 4b2b2

This item should read:

A. ex 5509 B 4b Other cotton fabrics, printed 2b2
   18% a.v. but 16% a.v. but
   not less than not less than
   kr.1,70 per kg kr.1,70 per kg

After this item the following item is to be inserted:

T. ex 5509 B4b Other cotton fabrics, printed 2b2
   kr.1,70 per kg
   with freedom to apply an ad
   valorem rate up to 18%

Item ex 5806 B

This item should read:

A. ex 5806 B woven labels, badges and the like in strips, of wool, cotton and linen
   20% a.v. but 20% a.v. but
   not less than not less than
   kr.2,80 per kg kr.2,80 per kg

Item ex 5810 B2

This item should read:

T. ex 5810 B2 Embroidered curtain tissue of cotton
   kr.4,00 per kg
   with freedom to apply an ad
   valorem rate up to 20%

Item ex 6001 C

This item should read:

T. ex 6001C Knitted and crocheted fabric of wool
   kr.3,30 per kg
   with freedom to apply an ad
   valorem rate up to 20%

Item ex 6003 A 2

This item should read:

A. ex 6003 A2 Other stockings of natural silk
   kr.16,80 per kg
Item ex 6003 C

This item should read:

T. ex 6003C Stockings of wool kr.1.80 per kg ATA.
with freedom to apply an ad valorem rate up to 20%.

Item ex 6004 C

This item should read:

T. ex 6004C Under garments of knitted or crocheted fabric, of wool kr.3.30 per kg ATA.
with freedom to apply an ad valorem rate up to 20%.

Item ex 6005 B

This item should read:

T. ex 6005 B Outer garments of knitted or crocheted fabric, of wool kr.3.30 per kg ATA.
with freedom to apply an ad valorem rate up to 20%.

Item ex 6006 B 2 [second]

This item should read:

T. ex 6006 B2 Knitted and crocheted fabric elastic or rubberized of wool kr.3.30 per kg ATA.
with freedom to apply an ad valorem rate up to 20%.

Item 6103 B 1

This item should read:

A. 6103 B1 Shirts, shirt fronts, collars and cuffs, starched, for men and boys 20% a.v. but not less than kr.4.00 per kg UK.
Item ex 6201 A

This item should read:

A.T. ex 6201 A Travelling rugs and blankets of wool, even if they contain pure or mixed silk threads, provided the silk does not weigh more than 7% of the total weight of the articles

22 1/2% a.v. but not less than kr.3,10 per kg

UK. UR. IT.

After this item the following item is to be inserted:

T. ex 6201 A Travelling rugs and blankets of wool, even if they contain pure or mixed silk threads, provided the silk does not weigh more than 7% of the total weight of the articles

kr.3,10 per kg with freedom to apply an ad valorem rate up to 22 1/2%

ATA.

Item ex 6901 /second7

This item should read:

G.T. ex 6901 Heat insulating tiles, less than 15 millimetres in thickness, not glazed

kr.0,02 per kg

CZ. GY.

Item 7013 A

This item should read:

G.T. 7013 A Heatresisting glass

kr.0,80 per kg

UK.

Item ex 8418 A

This item should read:

A. 8418 A Separators of the centrifugal type for milk, oil, yeast, molasses and the like

10% FIN. SW.

Item ex 8445C /third7

This item should read:

G.T. ex 8445 C Metal-milling machines

10% a.v.

GY. UK. SW. CZ.
Item ex 8448 B

The following item is to be inserted:

G.T. ex 8448 B Parts for metal-milling machines 10% a.v. GY, UK, SW, CZ.

Item ex 8454 A

This item should read:

G. 8454 A Duplicating-and addressing machines 10% a.v. US.

Item 8505 B

This item should read:

T.G(56) 8505B Other hand tools* 15% a.v. US.* GY, UK.

Item ex 8519 C

The following items are to be inserted:

G.T. ex 8519C Parts for radioreceivers n.e.p.f. 25% a.v. EX. GY.
G(56) ex 8519C Parts for radioreceivers n.e.p.f. 20% a.v. EX.

Item ex 8701 /second /

This item should read:

T. ex 8701 Tractors, other than for agricultural and forestry purposes* 10% a.v. US.

Item 8704 B-Cl

This item should read:

G.T. 8704 B-Cl Chassis fitted with engines for passenger automobiles and chassis for trucks weighing less than 1200 kilos each (see note page 70) 30% a.v. US. GY.

*The note on page 60 applies also to this item.
Item ex 8706 A

This item should read:
T. ex 8706 A For tractors other than for agricultural and forestry purposes

Item ex 9002 B

This item should read:
PSC 4 ex 9002B Optical glasses with frames n.e.m. such as burning glasses, magnifying glasses, laterna magica etc.

Item ex 9005

This item should read:
PSC 4 ex 9005 Binoculars

Item ex 9006

This item should read:
PSC 4 ex 9006 Astronomical binoculars

Item ex 9012

This item should read:
PSC 4 ex 9012 Microscopes

Item 9801 A

This item should read:
A. 9801 A Buttons of palma dum and corozo

*The note on page 60 applies also to this item.